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ABSTRACT
Electrical resistance tomography was succeed in being applied on gas-liquid two-phase flow, but it is
incapable on determination of sharp interfaces between gas and water, which impedes effective
estimation of fluid characteristics and flow regimes. Thresholding value method was demonstrated an
abstractive view of most flow regimes, particularly a large bubble with a shape intermedium boundary.
In principle, the thresholding values should be based on bubble merging principles, but is determined
empirically in most practices, which may present a challenge in correctness. In this paper, a size
projection algorithm is proposed for imaging a large bubble with distinctive boundary by searching an
optimal thresholding value, which may provide a better estimation of the bubble size. Results from
experiments engaged with typical gas-liquid flow regimes, including stratified, plug, slug and annular
flow regimes, with large air cavity in a 50mm-diameter horizontal pipeline are reported in the paper,
which especially focuses on imaging of the size of large bubble with the proposed method. The results
are also compared with the images obtained from wire-mesh sensor system and videos taken from a
transparent section of the test rig.
Keywords
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1

INTRODUCTION

Gas-water two-phase flows are a common and important transportation in many industries, where
measuring of flow parameters for understanding flow dynamics in process equipment is of significance
for operation, analysis and design of these equipment (Levy, 1999; and Wang, 2015). Due to electrical
resistance tomography (ERT) providing a non-intrusive and cost-effective solution with a high temporal
resolution (sub-millisecond) (Wang, 2005), it was succeed in being applied on gas-water two-phase
flow measurement and visualisation. However, with a relative low spatial resolution (up to 5%) (Wang,
2015), it is normally incapable for determination of sharp interfaces between two phases, which
impedes effectively characterizing and visualising of gas-water two phase flows.
Thresholding value methods were successfully applied to enhance the effectiveness of visualisation
for gas-in-water flow, which demonstrated an abstractive view of most flow regimes can be displayed,
particularly for a distinctive large bubble with a shape intermedium boundary. Wang (1995, 2017) used
thresholding value to extract the objects size in testing field based on engineering experience. Xie et al
(1992) used the proportion of reconstructed mean value as thresholding value, and Kim et al (2011)
chose a histogram of reconstructed image as the criterion to select the thresholding value, which were
all based on reconstructed tomogram. However, these methods still left the selection of the
thresholding value as trial-and-error in practice. It is known that a fixed thresholding value would not
be optimal since characteristics of fluids, and flow rigs and condition under operation are hardly same
(Glasbey, 1993).
Considering fully developed horizontal flows (Levy, 1999; Hewitt and Hall-Taylor, 1970), except
dispersed flow regime, the gas distributions were characterized as three cases of (1) small bubbles
(e.g. bubble regime), or (2) only a large bubble (e.g. stratified, slug, plug or annular regimes), or (3) a
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large bubble with few small bubbles in its tail (e.g. slug or plug regimes). According to general flow
principle (Levy, 1999; Razzaque, 2005), the large bubble was main part in determining void fraction.
We understood that the large bubble, if it exists, plays a dominant role in tomography imaging, and the
influence from small bubbles is mostly depressed in the tomogram since they were normally few
accompanied with a large bubble in these typical flow regimes. With the ignoring of small bubbles, the
size projection-based algorithm was proposed for accurately extracting the interface between gas and
water, which might enhance the visualisation performance of distinctive bubble in stated flow cases of
(2) and (3). The paper demonstrates results from visualisation of typical flow regimes in a 50mmdiameter horizontal pipeline, including stratified, plug, slug and annular flow regimes. The results were
also compared with videos taken from a transparent section and images obtained from wire-mesh
sensor (WMS) system.

2

METHOD

Conventionally, the thresholding value used to enhance tomographic flow visualisation is a fixed global
value from flow engineering experience or a histogram of reconstructed images (Wang, 1995 & 2017;
Xie, 1992; Kim, 2011), which is considered not optimal for dynamic change of flow condition. The
principle of the size projection method, based on original measured boundary data, is proposed to
accurately estimate the projected size of bubble by projecting the automatically searched optimal
thresholding value.
2.1 Size Projection Algorithm
Since EIT system can manage near-full void fraction range (close to 100%) for gas-water two phase
flow (Jia, et al 2015), the bubble size and shape might be accurately extracted from gas concentration
tomogram if an optimal thresholding value xc , as shown in Figure 1 known, where thrsholding value

xa and xb underestimated and overestimated bubble size respectively. With the assumption, the
method of automatically adjusting thresholding value is presented below, which is based on errorminimisation of boundary data between boundary voltages acquired from ERT sensor and computed
from a projected conductivity distribution using the size projection method. The procedures of the
method is shown in Figure 2.
Because of the unavoidable noise in measurement, the gas concentration data obtained from ERT
system might contain few abnormal data, e.g. beyond real meaningful volumetric range [0.0, 1.0],
which should be filtered with Equation (1).

c(i ) ≤ 0
⎧ 0.0
⎪
C (i ) = ⎨c(i) 0 < c(i) < 1, i = 1...n
⎪ 1.0
c(i) ≥ 1
⎩

(1)

where, c and C represent the gas concentration data set of one frame tomogram before and after
filtering respectively, i is the pixel number of tomogram.
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Figure 2. Flow chart for size projection algorithm.

As a concentration tomogram represents the gas distribution in the cross-section of pipeline flow,
thresholding method is used to extract the gas-water interface, where the low concentration region
denotes the water phase and the high concentration region denotes gas phase. Once the thresholding
value is adjusted, the binary conductivity distribution for the forward solution computation will be
updated with following Equation (2).

σ

( n)

⎧⎪σ w C (i) < x ( n )
(i) = ⎨
( n)
⎪⎩σ g C (i) ≥ x

(2)
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where,

σ (n ) is

the

n -step

conductivity respectively,

updated conductivity vector,

x

(n )

σ w and σ g are

the water conductivity and gas

is the thresholding value in respect to the

n -step.

The ERT forward solution is employed for computing the boundary voltage vector and producing an
error vector of boundary data between acquired from measurement and computed with the updated
conductivity distribution, which is expressed as Equation (3) (Wang, 2002).

e( n ) =
where,

e (n ) is

V ʹ(σ ʹ) uʹ(σ ( n ) )
−
V (σ ) u (σ ( 0) )

the n -step boundary data error,

V (σ ) and V ʹ(σ ʹ) are
u(σ (0) ) and uʹ(σ (n ) ) are

(3)

the measured reference voltage

and measurement voltage respectively,
computed reference voltage in
respect to the initial conductivity estimation and measurement voltage in respect to the n -step updated
conductivity vector

σ (n ) .

With the automatically adjusted thresholding value, the binary conductivity distribution (i.e. gas cavity
in water with a sharp interface) is projected and then, the boundary data error is updating until
reaching to an acceptable value. As shown in Figure 1, the automatic search should be converged
since the error is minimised only as the optimal thresholding value is approaching to the real bubble,
while the boundary voltage error must become bigger as the thresholding value overestimated or
underestimated. For a full range of gas concentration, the error is a quadratic function of thresholding
value, whose minimum almost reaches 0 (i.e. the relative change of computed data is close to
measured data, and the updated binary distribution is close to real distribution).
Given a definition interval in respect to gas concentration, an error function of thresholding value is
defined as:

e = F ( x) x ∈[0.0,1.0]

(4)

where, F (x ) maps thresholding value x to boundary data error e . According to the procedures of the
size projection algorithm, the error function is a single peak in definition interval. The golden-section
search method is applied to optimise the search for error minimisation and determination of the
optimal thresholding value projected in each tomogram. After obtaining the optimal thresholding values,
the gas concentration of each tomogram can be updated with following the assumption, where pixels
with value higher than the optimal value are fully occupied by gas, and pixels with lower concentration
are fully occupied by water. The gas-water interfaces can then be extracted and the large bubble
distribution can be accurately obtained.
2.2 Experiments setup
The flow experiments were carried out at a gas-water flow loop facility in University of Leeds, and the
sketch of experimental facility is shown in Figure 3. The pipeline is made of PVC tubes with an internal
diameter of 50mm and a length of approximately 15.8m. The red line, blue line and green line are in
respect to the flowing route of single-phase gas, single-phase water, and the mixed fluids. The gas
phases used in experiments were compressed gas whose flow rates was regulated by a gas mass
flow controller (i.e. gas superficial velocity is from 0 to 1.0 m/s ), and atmospheric air whose flow rate
was controlled by changing air blower frequency (i.e. gas superficial velocity is from 1 to 20 m/s). The
water phase used in experiments was tap water whose flow rates was regulated by a 1.5KW
centrifuge pump, as shown in Figure 3. In order to generate different flow regimes (stratified, plug, slug
and annular regimes), the gas phase with superficial velocity from 0 to 20.0 m/s and the water phase
with superficial velocity from 0.05 to 1.0 m/s were introduced into testing pipeline. The dual-plane ERT
sensor (16 electrodes/plane) and dual-plane wire-mesh sensor (WMS200, 16*16) were installed at the
end of horizontal pipeline, which offer sufficient length for the gas-water flow being fully developed.
And a transparent pipe was also installed for picture recording through a high-speed camera.
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Figure 3. Sketch of experimental facility.

2.3 Data processing
As shown in Figure 4, the ERT measurement data were collected by v5r system (Jia, et al 2010) with a
data acquisition speed being configured as 312.5 dual-frames per second, and ITS p2+ software (ITS
plc, 2010) was used to extracted gas concentration tomogram and overall void fraction. The v5r
system, a voltage-drive ERT system, performed well for horizontal flow regimes (Jia, et al 2015). The
sensitivity coefficient back-projection (SBP) algorithm (Wang, 2002) was used to convert the relative
voltage change to conductivity distribution, then the gas concentration of each pixel was derived from
conductivity based on Maxwell relationship. Since gas-water in two phases flow are immiscible and
gas conductivity is zero in the experiments, the relationship is simplified as Equation (5).

σ mc
2σ − 2σ mc
σ1
c= 1
=
σ
σ mc + 2σ 1
2 + mc
σ1
2−2

where,

c is

σ mc is

reconstructed local conductivity, and

(5)

σ 1 is the conductivity of continuous phase (water),
σ 1 / σ mc is conductivity ratio obtained from SBP. The

gas concentration (i.e. void fraction),

overall void fraction α was derived from the average of gas concentration in each pixel.
Applying the size projection algorithm introduced in former section 2.1, the optimal thresholding value
xopt for each frame was accurately determined. Then, the projected gas concentration with optimal
thresholding value was updated with following Equation (6). The overall void fraction α of size
projection algorithm was derived from the average of projected gas concentration in each pixel.

⎧1.0 C (i) ≥ xopt
C ʹ(i) = ⎨
⎩0.0 C (i) < xopt

(6)
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Figure 4. Schematic of ERT measurement.
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Figure 5. Schematic of WMS200 measurement.

Meanwhile, the WMS200 measurement data were collected simultaneously with the speed being
configured as 5000 dual-frames per second, and WMS200 software was used to produced gas
concentration tomogram and overall void fraction (Beyer, 2012), as shown in Figure 5. The local void
fraction of i th crossing point was calculated by Equation (7) and the overall void fraction was derived
by Equation (8) according to the different area occupied by each crossing point.

U w − U meas
Uw

(7)

α = ∑ p(i) ⋅ α (i)

(8)

α (i ) =
i

the void fraction of i th crossing point,

U w and U meas represent the sensor signal of
calibration value (tap water) and measured value, respectively. α is the overall void fraction, p (i ) is
the weighting coefficient which denotes the proportion of the area occupied by the i th crossing point to

where,

α (i) is

the total area of the pipe.

As a horizontal flow can be assumed as vertically axial-symmetric, the axial stacked image was used
to display the gas-water distribution in horizontal pipeline, and the values in axial stacked image were
the average values of central two pixels of ERT tomograms or crossing points of mesh sensor images,
as shown in the red rectangle of Figure 6.
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(a) ERT pixels distribution

(b) WMS200 crossing points distribution

Figure 6. The pixel distribution and crossing point distribution of cross-section

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As the ERT sensor (non-intrusive) was installed in the front of the wire-mesh sensor (intrusive) in the
horizontal pipline towards the flow and they were also closer to each other with 20cm-distance on the
pipeline, the flow condition and resultant flow regimes should be assumed in a high consistency. For
typical horizontal flow regimes, covering stratified, plug, slug, and annular regimes, the axial stacked
images obtained from different methods were compared, as shown in Figure 7. From Figure 7(a)-(d),
all images from ERT reconstruction consist of 625 frames (i.e. time length is 2s), and all images
from WMS200 consist of 10000 frames with same time length.
Figure 7(a) shows four images of bubble regime with a superficial liquid velocity of 0.1 m/s and
superficial gas velocity of 0.2 m/s. The first image recorded with the high-speed camera shows the gas
and water separately flowing with few small bubbles at the gas-water interface. The second image
obtained with WMS200 and the third image reconstructed with ERT shows the same results, while the
fourth image projected from ERT reconstruction with the size projection algorithm only shows the
horizontal gas-water interface without any small bubbles.
Figure 7(b) shows four images of plug regime with a superficial liquid velocity of 1.0 m/s and
superficial gas velocity of 0.2 m/s. The first camera image shows the gas phase is deformed in to large
bubbles (i.e. gas plugs) and water is distributed at the bottom of the pipeline or between gas plugs with
some small bubbles inside. The second WMS200 image and the third ERT image show similar results,
with few small bubbles at the tails of gas plugs. The fourth image shows a clear gas-water interface,
and the existence of the small bubbles is ignored.
Figure 7(c) shows four images of slug regime with a superficial liquid velocity of 0.2 m/s and superficial
gas velocity of 2.0 m/s. The first image shows the large gas slugs almost occupy the pipeline with
separated by water and many small bubbles exist at the tails of gas slugs. The second WMS200
image and the third ERT image show similar results, but combine small bubbles at slug tail into large
bubble. The reason might be too much small bubbles resulted in a high gas concentration in the pixel
or crossing points. The forth image shows clear gas-water interface of slug bubbles, and combine
small bubbles into large bubble, as well, since size projection algorithm based on ERT reconstructed
gas concentration.
Figure 7(d) shows four images of annular regime with a superficial liquid velocity of 0.1 m/s and
superficial gas velocity of 18.0 m/s. The first image shows gas becomes continuous phase at the
centre of pipe and it is surrounded by a thin film of water which is thinker at bottom, and many small
bubbles exist at the bottom gas-water interface. The second WMS200 image shows the same results.
The third ERT image shows a thin film of water exist at the bottom of pipe with small bubbles on the
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gas-water interface, but it does not show the thin film of water at top. The reason is too thin film of
water on the wall of pipe cannot be identified by ERT with SBP reconstruction algorithm. The fourth
image shows clear gas-water interface with ignoring the existence of small bubbles on it, and also
does not show the thin film of water at top, as well, since size projection algorithm based on ERT
reconstructed gas concentration.

(a) Stratified flow

(b) Plug flow

(c) Slug flow
(d) Annular flow
Figure 7. Axial stacked images of gas-water flow (flow direction from right to left) by different methods.
( Images from the top to bottom of columns are from: video of high-speed camera; wire-mesh sensor; ERT normal
image; ERT image reconstructed with the size projection algorithm.)

4

CONCLUSION

A size projection algorithm is presented for enhancing the visualisation of gas-water horizontal flows,
especially for imaging of a distinctive large bubble. The results were compared with the images,
including stratified, plug, slug and annular regimes in a 50mm-diameter horizontal pipeline, obtained
from a videos camera, wire-mesh sensor system, conventional ERT and the size projection algorithm.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the study:
• The size projection algorithm performs well to extract the gas-water interface with ignoring
small bubbles, which shows a clear boundary between two phases and makes it possible to
accurately estimate the size and shape changing of bubbles.
• It is hard to identify small bubbles in high concentration, such as at the tails of gas slugs, since
the spatial resolution is an unavoidable limitation.
• The performance of WMS200 and ERT with SBP algorithm are kept a high consistency, while
ERT does not performs as well as WMS200 for annular flow regime since it cannot identify the
thin film of water at the top of the pipe.
• It would be worthy to carry out 3D visualisation with size projection algorithm to show the
veritable large bubbles in gas-water flow.
•
This paper focuses on imaging the distinctive large bubble with using electrical resistance tomography,
and it also can be extended to extract the objects size in other tomographic application.
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